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RULES CHAIRMANMONTIGNY ADVANCES CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM LEGISLATION

Boston, MA. Today, Senate Assistant Majority Leader and Rules Committee Chairman Mark C.
Montigny (D-New Bedford) favorably reported legislation from his committee to combat the
insidious use of money in politics and the legislative process.

S2243, Resolutions for a United States constitutional
amendment and amendments conventionwas originally
filed as a means to address the Supreme Court’s decision in
Citizens United v. FEC. The resolve calls on Congress to
propose an amendment to the Constitution that directs it and
the states to “place limits on political contributions and
expenditures to ensure that all citizens have access to the
political process.” S2243will also serve as a petition by the
Commonwealth to Congress for an Article V constitutional
convention should Congress fail to propose an amendment.
Since 2014, several states have called for a similar measure
to regulate election campaign donations and expenditures
while ending “corporate personhood” in such matters.

After receiving over 300 letters from constituents, Rules
Chairman Montigny reported the measure favorably from his
committee so that it may proceed for further consideration in
the Senate.

An original co-sponsor to the bill, Senator Montigny has long supported efforts to reduce the
unreasonable influence of money in political campaigns and legislative processes.
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“The corrupting influence of the overwhelming amount of money in American politics has
endangered our democracy and rendered the average voter almost insignificant in comparison to
large corporations and those willing to sell out to the highest bidder. We simply cannot stand for
this and, if Congress does not act, we must take real steps at the state level to impose massive
reforms,” said Rules Chairman Montigny. “We can no longer accept the wrong-headed
juxtaposition that corporations are persons for purposes of undermining democracy yet shielded
when engaging in criminal behavior.”


